GABE WATSON '13
Sometimes the little things in life make the real differences. Adam Miller '12 is currently promoting things in life make the real differences. He has been developing the ideas behind Let's Have A: Ball ever since he lived in Indiana for a summer.

"Every day when I work I’d see kids playing soccer in the streets," he said, "and it made me think that it was a pipeline."

The obvious need those children had for even basic sports equipment sparked an interest that continued to grow in Miller. He later worked at a soccer camp for underprivileged children for severe diseases. "They just want to play sports, and get about their problems," Miller said. "The obvious need those children had for even basic sports equipment sparked an interest that continued to grow in Miller. He later worked at a soccer camp for underprivileged children.
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Andrews Ready for Florida Job

Senior Adam Andrews is a Spanish major and a member of Phi Delta Theta fraternity. He has accepted a job at TrackPack Coolers in Florida, a position he was offered after interviewing at the company while at Wabash.

“I loved study abroad, going to Ecuador with Dr. Mielke and Dr. Hardy was the kind of experience you don’t get somewhere else,” Andrews said. “You don’t get to go to a different hemisphere with two professors and their kids at other schools.”

Andrews recognized how helpful this experience will be and how the Wabash curricula prepares students for the demands of work. He compares contacting customers, knowing prices, and understanding production processes for TrackPack Coolers to school.

“When in one semester you have a Calculus class, English class, and C&I all in one semester, think about how diverse that is. Is dealing with two opposing types of classes at one time and executing all of them at one time is a great skill,” Andrews said.

Andrews is looking forward to his new job this summer. “It’s going to be a big change but I’m excited, it’s not going to be cool like this,” Andrews said. Also, Andrew’s chief, the best boss I’ve ever had, a great mentor, leader, and just a really smart guy. As much as I’ll be learning from Paramount Mold, I’ll be learning from him.”

From Page 1:

Miller

Miller, who is voting, the website explains; “the funds from this challenge will help turn Let’s Have A Ball into a reality. Specifically, the funds will help cover start up costs that aim to bring this challenge to your native tongue, is helpful especially in business. It allows you to know how much it’s going to cost to make so many coolers.” Andrews experience is not unusual. According to the Huffington Post, 58 percent of the citizens of Miami-Dade County speak Spanish. Of these people living very close to Ft. Lauderdale, roughly half speak only limited English. Because of this bilingualism is a very valuable skill, and Andrews is grateful for his experiences to develop that skill.

“The same summer I inter- nered with TrackPack I went to Mexico for two months and taught English, Calculus, and Art History to underprivi- leged kids,” Andrews said. In addition, Andrews spent a semester in Spain and participated in the Ecuador ecosystem.
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Senior check-out card pick up

Tuesday, May 22
Midnight Midnight, 11:59
p.m.

Wednesday, May 2
AVM Annual Cincinnati Reds Game, 7 p.m.

Thursday, May 3
Senior check-out card pick up

Friday, May 4
Midnight Midnight, 11:59
p.m.

Top: Senior check-out card pick up

Saturday, May 5
Community Chorus, 3 p.m.

Sunday, May 6
TrackPack Coolers, 3 p.m.

Monday, May 7
Glee Club Seniors Con-
Yard Sale, 2 p.m.

Tuesday, May 8
Community Chorus, 3 p.m.

Wednesday, May 9
Senior check-out card pick up

Thursday, May 10
Glee Club Seniors Con-
Yard Sale, 2 p.m.

Friday, May 11
Senior check-out card pick up

Saturday, May 12
Community Chorus, 3 p.m.

Sunday, May 13
TrackPack Coolers, 3 p.m.

Monday, May 14
Glee Club Seniors Con-
Yard Sale, 2 p.m.

Tuesday, May 15
Community Chorus, 3 p.m.

Wednesday, May 16
Senior check-out card pick up

Thursday, May 17
Glee Club Seniors Con-
Yard Sale, 2 p.m.

Friday, May 18
Community Chorus, 3 p.m.

Saturday, May 19
TrackPack Coolers, 3 p.m.

Sunday, May 20
Senior check-out card pick up

Monday, May 21
Glee Club Seniors Con-
Yard Sale, 2 p.m.

Tuesday, May 22
Community Chorus, 3 p.m.

Wednesday, May 23
Senior check-out card pick up

Announcements

Friday, April 27
Senior check-out card pick up

Final day of classes

Saturday, April 28
Indiana Walk Now for Autism, 9 a.m.

Dorkstock, 12 p.m.

Hamabe Community Yard Sale, 2 p.m.

Scene Club Seniors Con-
Yard Sale, 4 p.m.

Sunday, April 29
Community Chorus, 3 p.m.

Monday, April 30
Senior check-out card pick up

Tuesday, May 1
Midnight Midnight, 11:59
p.m.

Wednesday, May 2
AVM Annual Cincinnati Reds Game, 7 p.m.

TYLER HARDCASTLE ’15 STAFF WRITER

RooM WINDOWS high efficiency Historic Replica Replacement Windows

Windows are a defining characteristic of your vintage home. Maintain the original character while upgrading comfort, efficiency and durability with our...

MAGNUS REPLACEMENT WINDOW SYSTEM

• Contemporary insulated glass, weather- stripping and balance technology
• Historically accurate mourning profiles
• Simulated putty glazing
• Optional interior finish
• Authentic glass and wood ratios

The Magnapad Replica Replacement Window is the ONLY choice for upgrading the windows in your mature home of distinction. Other vintage fenestration options from Hearloom Windows

Traditional restoration service

Restoration Plus (window restoration adding contemporary glass and weather-stripping)

Wooden storm windows (standard storms or interchangeable screen and glass panels)

Located in Crawfordsville with projects across the region

Visit our website at www.hearloomwindows.com or call Bill at 765.376.3880
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Liberal Arts Beneficial to Ball

JOCELYN HOPKINSON '15

Many math majors en-
Joy their college experi-
cences. Many of them
are in the math depart-
ment and the math dep-
artment is where they
spend most of their time.

Senior Tommy Ball ap-
mlicated to Georgetown
law school this fall even
though his interest was
in the fall at the George-
town University Law Center.

In the midst of such confusion, I saw The Bachelor uphold a profes-
sional attitude in the coverage of a case affecting all of us. Gone were world photos of carrying 30 pieces of
Butch light to an article an-
tide from other schools is that we
are about to make a difference in
their lives. Wabash differs by making
the student the focal point. Wabash
This is our number one priority.

Senior Tommy Ball applied toward the liberal arts at
Wabash College and will now attend law school in

Ball has long been an
active member of the
Christian Legal Society
and the history of the
organization and his
work within it is a story
of dedication, faith,
and commitment. Ball
has been involved in
the organization for
four years and is quite
happy with his involve-
ment. Ball is one of the
few students who have
been involved in the
organization for such
a long time. Ball feels
that the organization
is a great place to be
and that it has given
him a lot of opportuni-
ties to grow and learn.

The organization is
a great place to be
and it has given
him a lot of opportuni-
ties to grow and learn.

The Bachelor | April 27, 2012

STAFF WRITER

Owen Duston Lectures
Draw Sizable Student Crowd

TYLER HARDCASTLE '15

Last Wednesday’s Owen Duston Lecture title,
“Hiring in the United States: From Fast Food to Forbes,”
was well attended with dozens of students in the
crowd. The Title therabouts was, “I think there are a variety of rea-
sons why students show up for the
candidate talks. One is the
deep interest in the Dean of the College Gary Philips
senior year where he talked
about something that is germane
to our lives. Wabash differs by making
the student the focal point. Wabash
This is our number one priority.
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So we made it guys. The season is changing and soon flip-flops, chubbies, and the smell of barbecue will whisk our minds away from the drudgery of finals to a sunny haze of relaxation. This semester has proven to be our minds away from the drudgery and the smell of barbecue will whisk your minds away from the drudgery of finals to a sunny haze of relaxation. This semester has proven to be...
Jordan and Isiah are No Larry Birds

All three played for NCAA National Championships. All three have won NBA Championships. All three won honors in the Midwest. All three were named to the NBA’s 50th Anniversary All-Time Team. And now, all three have ventured into a different part of the game of basketball.

Michael Jordan, Isiah Thomas, and Larry Bird—three men from drastically different backgrounds all found greatness in their playing careers, but now only one has been successful in post-playing ventures.

Of course everyone remembers Michael Jordan’s fantastic playing career, which included one NCAA National Championship and two All-American selections, two Olympic Gold medals, six NBA Championships, 14 All-star selections, and five MVP awards.

But here is what many fringe fans of the game do not realize: Currently, Michael Jordan is the owner of the Charlotte Bobcats. Jordan has made executive decisions on draft picks and free agent signings for the Charlotte Bobcats. Yet, in addition to that, he was the Owner of the now-defunct Indiana Pacers (which I will get to in a moment). The Pacers owned by Thomas were able to win 131 games in three seasons and resign shortly after the Finals.

This brings me to Larry Bird. Bird also had a legendary playing career that included leading lowly Indiana State University to become the 1979 NCAA Runners-up, being named the Naismith Player of the Year, three NBA Championships, three MVP awards, and 12 NBA All-star selections.

But this is where the comparisons with Jordan and Thomas stop. Bird is still with the Pacers.

In 1997, after spending a few years in the front office of the Boston Celtics, Bird was hired as the Head Coach of the Indiana Pacers. Some believed that his was a PR play by the Pacers, but in three seasons Bird went 147-67 and led the Pacers to the NBA Finals in 2000 where they lost to the Los Angeles Lakers. But Bird had promised to coach only for three seasons and resigned shortly after the Finals. Loss was Thomas then hired and had relatively zero success compared to Bird.

In 2002-2003 season when he failed to get his team out of the first round of the playoffs for the third time. Later in 2003 Thomas was hired by the New York Knicks as their Director of Basketball Operations. His luck got worse. In three seasons in that position, two of which he also spent as Head Coach, dismantled the 2000 team. Knicks got 95-151. Thomas was fired again.

Thomas was given one more coaching opportunity at Florida International University in 2009. Thomas went 26-65 in three seasons and, notoriety to say, was fired earlier this year.

But what Bird is able to do is win. Bird went to Harvard. Bird then was hired by the Boston Celtics. Bird then was fired earlier this year.

Then, at the end of the 2003 season, Bird was hired as the President of Basketball Operations. His first order of business was to fire Isiah Thomas and replace him with Rick Carlisle, who led the Pacers to three straight playoff appearances and would have, with the talent team built by Bird, won the NBA Championship in the 2005-2006 season that was marred by the brawl at the Palace of Auburn Hills in Detroit.

Bird, after the fight, the arrests, and the bloody decide to overhaul the roster. Since then he has built the Pacers roster from the ground up, drafting players such as Danny Granger, Roy Hibbert, Darren Collison and Paul George, and making key signings such as hometown hero George Hill and David West, who are key parts of this season’s team who have clinched the 3-seed in the Eastern Conference playoffs and earning the first winning record since 2005-2006.

Bird, Jordan, and Thomas are all Hall-of-Famers and will always be recognized as a few of the greatest 10 or 15 players of all-time. But there is no denying that Bird’s post-playing success has elevated him to a new level of basketball legend. Jordan should take executive lessons from Bird and perhaps his team could win 10 games next season. Thomas could take coaching lessons and maybe in his next coaching opportunity he will be able to lead the 8th grade team to a county championship (let’s be honest, learning from Bird would not be enough for Thomas to improve enough to even coach a JV basketball team at Southport)

As for Bird, I hope he will sit back at the end of the season and see how good he has been, but also how much better he could be if he had the backing of three more NBA Championships. If he does, he’ll have many more great opportunities before Jordan or Thomas get one, if they ever find themselves back on top of the NBA.
Energy Drink Ad, Harm Students

ADAM SOSNICK '13

Sponsoring local events, Kumar and his friends have placed onto several developing best of the year lists—the praise is undoubtedly deserved. For example, Incurso's first album, Servitude of Souls, was listed as one of 2012's favorite albums by everyone from metal enthusiasts to those looking to explore the sub genre because it is memorable and fun to listen to. The band's distinctive attitude toward the music. Highlights and personal.Flenor added. "Just like with anything else, people tend to feel tired at the end of the day and think they need it. You do need to avoid consuming excessive amounts of caffeine and sugar. However, energy drink consum- ers can prolong an energy crash by taking extra, but without it, giving back is no doubt that sleep-deprived and caffeine-fueled students will oc- cupy the library from open to close and the security guards must stay in constant memory to continue working. It is the time of the year when students start to coffee and energy drinks to make up for lost time and to get an ex- tra few hours of sleep.

Students need to consider the health consequences of living a life- style of 24/7 raving, non-stop lifestyle that their drink will not make you feel tired and think they needed it, but really, all they need is to adjust their diet, get an adequate amount of sleep and get back to the gym.

Overall, I don’t think that the use of energy drinks is a bad thing. However, I do think that the lack of education of people about the negative side of the coffee and energy drinks. While there are several things that are bad for us, but really, all they need is to adjust...
**ALEX TOTTEN '13**  
**LIFESTYLES COLUMNIST**

Little 5: A Weekend of Excess

The real main event of the week, binge drinking, 1, particularly, don't support drink-   ing to excess, but some participate in such activities.

**JOHN DYKSTRA '13**  
**FILM COLUMNIST**

Summer Movies to Watch Over Break

The Expendables 2 August 17  
Director: Sylvester Stallone  
Stallone should have titled his upcoming film Silver Lion 2 instead of The Expendables 2. Expendables 2 is, obvi- ously, the sequel to The Expendables, which reached theaters in 2009. All six of the main characters in the first movie return with the addition of characters (Chuck Norris, Billy the Kid (Liam Hemsworth), and Maggie (Yu Na)). Mr. Church (Bruce Willis) and Trent Masser (Arnold Schwarzenegger) have larg- e roles than in the previous movie. The movie’s preview suggests that Stallone has produced yet an- other seemingly plot-less post-Cold War film revolving around high-pro- file enemies pursuing mass destruction. The Expendables take on a mission to prevent Joan Vilian (Jean-Claude Van Damme) from obtaining six pounds of war-grade plutonium.

**ALEX TOTTEN '13**  
**FILM COLUMNIST**

Seeking A Friend for the End of the World (June 22)  
As a change of pace for those of us who aren’t inclined to watch only action movies all sum- mer, Seeking A Friend for the End of the World is a charming drama/comedy/romance set at the end of the world. The premise is simple, an asteroid is heading towards Earth, and there’s nothing that can be done about it. Like other Armageddon-style movies, the world as we know is ending, and nothing can be done about it. The director is Lorene Scafaria, who worked on a TV show called Money Minded, with movies like Nick and Norah’s Infinite Playlist, but this is her first directorial role: it’s small, and on the bush bucket, but this is what I’ve been able to find out.

Steve Carell, the principal of the movie, is trying to find a bride. His best friend, Paul Rudd, is trying to find a date. Accompanying him is his neighbor, played by Keira Knightley, with an unknown twist thrown into the action, causing crazy shenanigans along the way. Carell isn’t exactly known for many seri- ous roles, but it seems that he’s starting to make the jump here. The situation is dire, but it appears that the subject matter will be dealt with light- ly, taking a funny approach to an otherwise dark is- sue. The characters are in mortal danger: they will either die, but the trailer and the information on the movie so far leads to believe that he will be a heart-wrench- ing story. Knightley comes from a different background a well. Known mostly for her work on the Prirates of the Caribbean movies, she has been seen as a strong hro- ine, but in Seeking A Friend, she seems like she’s more of a screwball. She appears as a theet-of-the-month, transitional period, wanting to come along with him for an unknown reason. He’s, very easily, motivated by his girl, who’s been around the block a few times.

The movie appears that it will be very layered and affective, and is good for most any moviegoer. It has comedy, dra- ma, and romance, and the plot seems like it will take turns in every direction which, as a pianist, I’m a fan of. It’s a far cry from her A Knights Tale, Judi Apatow comedies, and movies like Spanglish, Seeking a Friend for the End of the World is for you.

The Expendables 2 proves that Stallone still has it. Expendables 2 is a world away from the first movie. It’s world is a world of its own, and it’s a world that I would love to be a part of.

**THE EXPEDEBLES**  
*Courtesy of FMU.FILMS.COM*
It's amazing how quickly four years can go by. That last final exam on Monday was our last day as students, so my days at Wabash have quickly dwindled. I'm realizing just how limited my time is here as the "lasts" continue to pile up. So here is my take on collegiate athletics, and for some reason I believe that to ring even truer at a place like Wabash.

It’s been a remarkable time in the world of sports writing for me. I have been able to cover great teams and amaz- ing individual performers during my four years; I have seen the joy of upset wins and the pain of losing on our end. But I think I’ve been blessed even more than the average fan here at Wabash. It’s easy to look only on campus and see some of Wabash’s most decorated ath- letes; for me, I just have to look in the next room. As it turns out, the Sports senate’s other lifer with Alpha's is from Noblesville, IN, Jake Waterman. He posted the fastest time in the 800m dash for all of Division III this season. The number one weekly listing or praise for their efforts. These stories of peers who excel both on the field and in the classroom – who consistently "bring fame to her honored name, and who will be going on to do great things in the world other than sports."

It’s been a remarkable time in the world of sports writing for me. I have been able to cover great teams and amaz- ing individual performers during my four years; I have seen the joy of upset wins and the pain of losing on our end. But I think I’ve been blessed even more than the average fan here at Wabash. It’s easy to look only on campus and see some of Wabash’s most decorated ath- letes; for me, I just have to look in the next room. As it turns out, the Sports senate’s other lifer with Alpha’s is from Noblesville, IN, Jake Waterman. He posted the fastest time in the 800m dash for all of Division III this season. The number one weekly listing or praise for their efforts. These stories of peers who excel both on the field and in the classroom – who consistently "bring fame to her honored name, and who will be going on to do great things in the world other than sports."

One need not look further than the five conference championships in 2011. This is the type of team that can top the Bachelor, and a few fellow Wal- bashers always ready for a good road trip. I have been able to witness a number of these great moments. And the memos- ries I acquired will last a lifetime.
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Exit From Playoff Race

MATT STEWART ’15 
STAFF WRITER

The baseball team’s hopes for another NCAC tournament run ended on Sunday. The team that won the conference title just a year ago, was reduced to watching from the sidelines as the Little Giants’ losses punched the ticket for Ohio Wesleyan to enter the playoffs.

Going into the weekend the team had high expectations for how the weekend would go. Last year the team was in a similar situation, and it was a late season run that pushed them into the playoffs. Placing in the last home four-game series of the season, the Little Giants opened on Saturday with a dramatic loss, 1-12 to the Big Red of Denison. Later that afternoon, however, Sophomore JT Miller, along with some excellent defense, pitched a shutout to balance the series 1-1 as the Little Giants headed into the final two games of the series on Sunday.

The baseball gods finally seemed to be smiling on the Little Giants. Leaving the team with high spirits for the next double header. Winning the first game on Sunday 6-5, the Little Giants demonstrated clutch hitting. A two run RBI by Freshman Aaron Rodgers tied the game in the bottom of the seventh. 5-5. The Little Giants then took the lead after a walk by Sophomore Trey Fankhauser scored Sophomore Luke Holm. The second game also involved time-tying hitting, which was executed by the Denison Big Red and not the Little Giants. Runs scored in the fifth, sixth, and seventh inning gave the Little Giants the lead heading into the eighth inning, 8-4. Leaving Wabash will follow suit in the ninth with a fly out RBI and an unearned run, taking a 9-8 lead. Leaving Wabash will allow the Little Giants to watch the team from the sidelines as the team ends the season with some excellent defense, pitched a shutout to balance the series 1-1 as the Little Giants headed into the final two games of the series on Sunday.

The baseball gods finally seemed to be smiling on the Little Giants. Leaving the team with high spirits for the next double header. Winning the first game on Sunday 6-5, the Little Giants demonstrated clutch hitting. A two run RBI by Freshman Aaron Rodgers tied the game in the bottom of the seventh. 5-5. The Little Giants then took the lead after a walk by Sophomore Trey Fankhauser scored Sophomore Luke Holm. The second game also involved time-tying hitting, which was executed by the Denison Big Red and not the Little Giants. Runs scored in the fifth, sixth, and seventh inning gave the Little Giants the lead heading into the eighth inning, 8-4.

The team that won the conference title just a year ago, was reduced to watching from the sidelines as the Little Giants’ losses punched the ticket for Ohio Wesleyan to enter the playoffs. The baseball gods finally seemed to be smiling on the Little Giants. Leaving the team with high spirits for the next double header. Winning the first game on Sunday 6-5, the Little Giants demonstrated clutch hitting. A two run RBI by Freshman Aaron Rodgers tied the game in the bottom of the seventh. 5-5. The Little Giants then took the lead after a walk by Sophomore Trey Fankhauser scored Sophomore Luke Holm. The second game also involved time-tying hitting, which was executed by the Denison Big Red and not the Little Giants. Runs scored in the fifth, sixth, and seventh inning gave the Little Giants the lead heading into the eighth inning, 8-4.

Without a doubt, the seniors’ leadership is the source of their success. The team plans to finish strong, capturing the seniors’ unfruitful four years as Little Giants.

The team will have that opportunity this weekend as the team ends the season with a double-header against DePauw. The Little Giants will play in Greensville at 12:00 and 3:00 PM this Saturday.
The accountability developed through running played a big part in McCarthy's development and has never started running competitively till his senior year of high school. Most collegiate runners accumulate more than three years of additional experience. Even though he was a onerunner at Wabash College, McCarthy said, "I had no way of saying no to them, so I was very impressionable. Running is a mental game. And in McCarthy's case the less he knew the better, his naivety figures to me, "They are perfect examples of leaders in so many aspects." McCarthy's senior year has been filled with ups and downs like so many others. Through his final season McCarthy has learned to become self-reliant in his training and the importance of leaving a legacy. McCarthy said, "I would have to say that this year was the best cross country team that I've ever been on," McCarthy said. "Everyone was awesome and all had a common goal. It was a pretty special thing. And as far as indoor track went a National title was a great capstone to that." Ever since the National title McCarthy has been battling injuries while trying to gear up for conference, which has given him the opportunity to step back and look at the budding underclassmen. The injury has allowed me to see the other guys develop," McCarthy said. "I got to show them how to run, and I will leave the program better than I found it. It's a good feeling."

Kevin McCarthy '12 has been one of the most decorated runners in Wabash's history. "Coach Busch and Morgan are like father figures to me," McCarthy said. "They are perfect examples of leaders in so many aspects." McCarthy is his number one competitor. The duo is expected to represent Wabash at the Division III Outdoor Nationals this year. The meet will be held in Claremont, CA from May 24th.
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